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Consilio has a global review centre footprint that provides clients with the management expertise, quality 

assurance protocols and review teams that deliver high-quality, defensible results. We have managed hundreds 

of reviews, developing the expertise required to support any review—whether your case is small and regional or 

you’re handling a complex, cross-border, multilingual matter.

GLOBAL LOCATIONS
Our clients’ matters cut across jurisdictions with different data privacy and protection regulations. In most 

instances, the safest and often only way to conduct a review is in the region where the data originated. Additionally, 

matters can come with budgetary pressures which drive reviews to lower-cost markets. That’s why Consilio has 

a network of review centres stationed strategically across the globe—from New York to London to Frankfurt to 

Shanghai, and places in between.

ON-DEMAND REVIEW CENTRES
In addition to our current locations, Consilio has the resources to build out a temporary review centre anywhere in 

the world. Our on-demand review centres are held to strict security protocols, and our multilingual team of global 

experts can quickly secure the human and technological resources required to meet your timelines.
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DOCUMENT REVIEW CENTRE LOCATIONS 
Our global network of secure review centres can meet your jurisdictional, budget and timeline goals.

Document
Review Services
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SECURITY & EFFICIENCY
All Consilio review centres meet rigourous industry and statutory data-security requirements while providing an 

atmosphere conducive to reviewer efficiency and accuracy.

                                 Building and Network Security

All Consilio review centres are protected against unauthorised physical 

access by utilising either biometric scanners or card-key access control. Video 

surveillance further helps secure the location. The review centres are serviced by 

thin-client workstations providing centralised control over each reviewer’s work 

space. The physical office space is flexible and configurable, allowing complete 

segregation of concurrent reviews, further protecting privacy. 

On-site Review Managers

Consilio’s experienced review managers are physically situated on site 

with the review team, ensuring a constant connection to the ongoing operation. 

This co-location promotes communication, quality oversight and productivity 

management. 

Convenient Access

Consilio review centres are in the business hub of financial centres 

where major law firms have their global offices or are close to local airports. These 

accessible locations afford lawyers and clients the option to personally meet with 

review teams frequently and conveniently. 

Efficiency & Value

All Consilio review centres are fully furnished offices supported by on-site 

technical staff. Reviewers stay focused with comfortable workstations optimised 

for conducting document review, ergonomic seating, bright lighting and air 

conditioning; they stay recharged with beverages, snacks and access to kitchen 

amenities. 

 

Contact our team at info@consilio.com to learn how Consilio can support your current or next global matter.
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Vienna

Consilio was able to set up a review in Vienna 

to meet client needs in just two weeks. 

Requirements included finding 20 reviewers 

with document review experience and an 

active bar admission in Germany who were 

willing to relocate to Vienna for at least six 

months. The review finished on time, with 

nothing but praise from the two sets of outside 

counsel with whom we worked.

Belgrade

A Consilio client requested we conduct a 

review in a location where we lacked a review 

centre: Serbia. Our team sent our project 

manager—who happened to be a native 

speaker—to help set up and then manage 

the review. Within just over a week we were 

able to secure the location, technology and 

20 Serbian lawyers to start the review which 

successfully concluded within five months.

On-Demand Review Centres:

Case Examples


